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Abstract:
An attempt was made to detect radiation formed by the collision of photons in two crossing X-ray
beams by examining all possible directions from the crossing point. X-ray film was placed on the six
sides of the collision point and long exposures taken to determine if radiation was given off in any
direction. This radiation would probably be most intense near the bisector of the angle between the two
beams and would haw a wave-length given by λ= λo/(l+cos φ} where λo is the wave-length of the
colliding photons and 89 is the angle between them.

The two separate beams coming from a single source were brought together by reflection from calcite
crystals. The crystals also served to eliminate all but the desired wave-length in the final crossing
beams. The Lal line of tungsten was used since its intensity and reflecting angle were most suitable.
Many preliminary exposures were necessary to align the tube, slits and crystals and to locate sources of
scattered radiation which were then eliminated by lead shield-ing.

No "collision" radiation of sufficient amount to register on the photographic film was found even
though exposures of 25 hours were used. 
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ABSTRACT
An attempt m s  ma&e to detect radiation formed by the 

collision of photons in two crossing X-ray beams- by examining 

all possible directions from the crossing point* X-ray film 
was placed on the six sides of the collision point and long 

exposures taken to determine if radiation was given off in any 

directiono This radiation would probably be most intense near 
the bisector of the angle between the two beams and would h a w  

a wave-length given by A= Ao/(l * cos 9} where A 0 is the 
wave-length of the colliding photons and 89 is the angle be
tween them.

The two separate beams coming from a single source were 
brought together by reflection from cal cite crystals« The 
crystals also served to eliminate all but the desired 
wave-length in the final crossing beams „ The hgj line of tung
sten was used since its intensity and reflecting angle were 

most suitable0 many preliminary exposures were necessary to 

align the tube  ̂ slits and crystals and to locate sources of 

scattered radiation which were then eliminated by lead shield- 
lag.

Ho ftCollisiont? radiation of sufficient amount to register 
on the photographic film was found even though exposures of 
Sg hours were used.



EI320RIO&L mOKQROmD
Tliis problem and Biebiioi of attack was suggested by Br. 

Arthtar J 0 Vu Joimson of the Physios Department at Montana 
State College. Br*, Johnson became interested In the X-ray 

method of approach after Janncey end Hughes failed to detect 
any collisions of light quanta9 as mentioned below.

The problem has been investigated by several persons

using various methods of approach. In 1989 0» E», Ila Jauncey
*?and il. L= Hughes conceived the idea that two photons should 

be able to collide forming two new photons having different 
frequencies» These men computed the frequencies of the "col
lision" radiation which should be expecteds us a function of 
the frequency and angle of collision of the two original beams 
of photons= A short time Iaterc5 the experiment was actually 

performed' using the rays of the sun as a source of photons and 
using the human eye as an Instrument for detection of the 
expected collision photons* It was reported that no "collision" 
radiation could be detected® G* J= Qorters also attempted, to 

combine light quanta from the sun by concentrating filtered - 

rays in a liquid and observing the results with a photographic 

plate. H e j too, reported negative results. ,

The problem was also investigated at about this same time 
by 8. Vavilov^, a Russian scientist 9 who used a different 
kind of visible light as a source of photons. Instead of using 

the sun for photon beans, as did Jauncey and Hughes, light of



ec-Bdoiised sparks ims used*. lSiis eIrperinent also showed nega* 
tivo results* Tiie problem vias considered by iU Il0- Bas of. 
Caleutta. y Indlap and although no actual experimental work was 
performedp he - ©xpreasefl the desire to try X-rays or gamma rays 
as a source of photons and suggested that some one with the 
necessary equipment available perform it using this ,photon 

source *
The theory of this problem has also been. quit©..thoroughly 

discussed in two articles OTitten since these above mentioned 

experiments' were performed.® Im the first J. I* Synge^® 

discussed the subject from the standpoint of the conservation
n

laws® In the second article 0. Brsit and J* a,» Uheeler con

sidered the problem from the standpoint of the collision area 

and density of the photon.



m e m i m m e a i ,  m o c s o m E

Am, IB-1-4 General Eleatrlc Goolidg© %-ray tube vra.s 
arranged as shorn in Figures I, 8a* and Sb,. Badlation from 

the target o f , the tube m s  limited to two beams by the us© of 
horizontal slits s% and Sg* and Tertleal slits Sg=, tTlie cry-

V f
stale C are located so that the beams are reflected from them' '.VMJ “
to cross at the point P= The crystals and slits are arranged 
so that the paths are approximately equal and.the crossing 

point is the same distance1 from the crystals as is the target, 
In selecting the wave -Iengtli best suited to this experi

ment it was necessary to get- a wave-length as long as possible 
in order to obtain a fairly large collision angle and yet to 
choose a line that would not be too highly absorbed in the air 
path used o The Lap line of tungsten was used since it had the 
greatest intensity of the various lines with the right order 
of reflecting angle from calc it© crystals® According to Sieg- 

M b m ls the 1<%% line of tungsten has a wave-length of 1.473 
Angstrom units« For this imve-length the same author gives a 
value of 14° 4.3* for the reflecting angle from a cals.it© cry
stal® Upon examining Figure I if can be seen that for symmetry 

the angle between the rays at the target and at the collision 
point must be 38° 8.0*®

. Compton and Allison? gives the relation for this absorp- . 
tiozi as I - IQe where I is the transmitted intensity for 
an initial intensity I0 of a ray passing for a distance %
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Fig. I. ARRANGEMENT OF APPARATUS 
Shaded parts are lead.
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Figure 2a. TOP VTEW OF APPARATUS. Shield
ing removed from one crystal.

Figure 2b. SIDE VIEW OF APPARATUS. Shield
ing removed from one crystal.



tlirotivji a siibstanee hairing a m s s  absorption coefficient Pi3fe 
The value for Pm  was taken as S *5 from a table. compiled by. 

Oompton and Allison2*» Using the above information the ratio 

of intensities after passing through 50 cm. of air at am ave

rage pressure of 640 am. of mercury and. a temperature of 15° 
Centigrade was found to be:

I  » Oo661
Iq

which shows that tlie beam has lost only about on© third of its 

original intensity by absorption.

Zn operating the X-ray tub© it was necessary to determine 
the most suitable operating potential because of limiting fac

tors in the apparatus» Although the tube is a more efficient 

producer of LaX lines at 70 kilovolts, it was found that better 

results could be obtained by using 40 kilovolts since the short 
E lines are eliminated at this low potential and therefore much 

scattered and secondary radiation is eliminated, This■reduc

tion of voltage m s  partially compensated by doubling the cur

rent through the tube, Compton and Allison^ give for the rela

tion of intensity of the given line to the potential XvU S  ~x)a 9 

where the most reliable value of a  is about 1,65,. S Is the

potential across the tube and Iq is the potential required to 
remove the .electron from its orbit. Using this empirical rela

tion, the ratio of intensities is seen to be as follows;



ieseXOeo
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0.358

uiii eh skews that the intensity of the Lg^ line is actually 
doereasecl to one third of its original value uhen the voltage 
is decreased to 40 kilovolts». This is a conservative value 

since the value of "a" becomes slightly smaller than I 19SS for 
values of S greater than four? making the actual loss not

S<3
quite as great as it appears.. If then the current through the 

tube is doubled? the intensity can be returned to tm. thirds 
of its original value vrltliont- materially increasing the power 

used or increasing the working temperature of the tube®

The proper position for the X-ray tube was determined by 

passing a light beam in the reverse direction along the two 

paths and thereby casting mi image of the slits oa the target 

T (figure I). The correct angle for the ealcite crystals was 
found by trial and error as t/as the position of the set of ver 

tioal slits Sg. Figure 3  shows exposures of the main X-ray 

beams on photographic film which were used to determine when 
the crystals and slits were in the proper positions to give 

beams well matched in intensity and size,. The peculiar expo

sures obtained in numbers 3a and Se were found to be due to 
secondary radiation from the iron clamps supporting the cry

stals, Hueh difficulty was encountered in determining the
actual source of this radiation. This trouble was finally 
isSiegbaha^2-



”'2,X=»
eliminated by oompletely 'sldeldlnc the slataps xrith sheet Iead0 

It was also found nsqessary to shield the photageaphlo plate

by the use of lead bases shorn in Figure I 9 froa scattered 

and secondary radiation cosing from the yails and from various 

objects in the room*

!lumbers Sb and Se shew the Xeĝ  line together with other 

reflected radiation. Since it was desirable to have only a 

single wave-length and have a narrow beam, the set of vertical 

slits Sg was Inserted to limit the width of the beam and ex-* 

elude all but the radiation® Wuabers Sd and Se were taken 

after the slits Sg were Inserted.

She actual search for ^collision” radiation was not star

ted until test exposures showed that tbs colliding beams were 

approximately equal in size and intensity and until the expo

sures slowed no blackening except the actual beams of Lcî  radi

ation. Lueli Bore time was required for the adjustments and 

aligninr exposures than for the actual search for ’’collision” 

radiation.
Lxposure number Se of Figure 5 was taken at the crossing 

point of the beams and ninsber Sf m s  taken at a distance of 

about on© eighth inch beyond the crossing point. These expo

sures were made to determine if any interference pattern could 

be observed in the region where the two beams were occupying 

the same space. Exposures Sg. and Sh were taken beyond the 

crossing point» These were long exposures taken with the
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Aligning- Exposure 
 ̂ hr. 70 K.V. 4 M.A. 

Beyond crossing point

Aligning Exposure 
I hr. 45 K.V. 8 M.A. 

Before crossing point

Test for Interference 
I hr. 45 K.V. 4 M.A. 

At crossing point

Test for Collision 
Radiation in Box 

6 hrs. 45 K.V. 4 M.A. 
I" Past crossing pt.

Test for Interference 
I hr. 45 K.V. 4 M.A. 
1/8" Past crossing pt.

Test for Collision 
Radiation in Box 

25 hrs. 45K.V. 4M.A. 
f" Past crossing pt.

Figure 3.
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Since light has definite corpuscular properties it would 

soon reasonable to expect that under properly controlled' condi
tions these corpuscles might be caused to collide* The pho
tons forseI by such collisions might be expected to have fre
quencies different from those-of the colliding photons since 
there might be a resulting new distribution of energy*

Using the generally accepted laws of conservation of 
energy and momentum the "collision** radiation should hovo defi
nite frequencies which are easily computed for given directions® 
After deriving an expression for the frequency, as a function 
of angle* from these laws.* it is only necessary to choose an 
angle and the frequency to be expected is determined® This 
relation of frequency to angle is shown in the following deri

vations

hv

Figure 5®

Let two photons of equal energy from two beams of 1-rays meet 

at an angle of Bf as in Figure 5.
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JLssm=Ie that two nmi photons are formed by the collision 

and leave the point of intersection at angles a and p with the 
bisector of the collision angle» Applying the law of conserva
tion of energy w© haves

(I) Siiv » hv9 + tv"

and from the law of conservation of momentum
(S) h sina. ~ h V 4? sing 

G o
(3) h 008* * h v" cosp = 2h v oosm

e c  e

Solving equation (3) for eosp

cos8 =6 V n

Al V w^-V9 ®cos^0^4W® cosycosa-d-V^cos^q)'

-V9 oosâ ByQOSf

Figure 6*

Using the right triangle of Figure 6 to find sin(3

sinp ~ Alvf̂ v ĝ cos^a^4VVg cosocosa-^V^cos
V ”

Substituting in equation (S) and eliminating V n by use of equa
tion (I)
V  4Sina - "Al 4V ̂ -4vv^v4 v9 ̂ eoŝ a-?-4vy9cosocosa—iV^cos = O

I L
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- oosfcoses) » 0

"collision* radiation frequency as 

Ireqiioncys angle of ooIlision9 and

™ O and a « tr this equation reduces

for a ~ O 

for a " TTe
Hughes and Jaunoey* considered the radiation in these two
directions only and obtained tho expressions w<m above„

The absence of an interference pattern in exposure Se and 

Sf can he understood quite easily for according to elementary 
interference theory the distance between interference fringes 

varies directly as the wave-length, and inversely us the tan- 

Coat of one-half the angle between the beams, tiince the La^ 

line of tungsten m s  am exceedingly short wave-length compared 

to that of visible light, the angle between the beams would 
necessarily have to be much a&aller than the angle here used 
if these effects were to be made visible*

Simplifying;

-4V ̂  (l-cos2ip) + dry’ (I

y* = (l-eos'fcosa)
is the expression for the 
a function of the initial 
angle of departure*.

for the two angles a 
to;

V f - V  (I COSf)

V n - V (I - c o s t )



RESULTS 4HD CONOLUSIOES
Exposures Sg and SJi of EIgure 5 stow prints of typical 

test films* On theses as on all test films3 no "collision" 
radiation was observed» Segative results were also obtained 

from test films placed almost completely around the intersec

tion of the two beams* Ho "collision" radiation was detected 

in any direction from the intersection of the beams* Since 

there was no trace of "collision" radiation with 25 hour expo

sures 5 it was not thought desirable to make longer exposures 
with the equipment available*

The Geiger-LlHler counter was also used in an attempt to 

detect the "collision" radiation* Since the background counts 

however ̂ was .so great that it masked any effect which might 

have been present, the counting method was abandoned*

It can be concluded from these experiments that if X-rays 
are composed of photons and if these photons can collide„ the 
number of collisions is too small to be detected by the pres
ent method of attack*
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